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Abstract

In this paper, we study, via simulation, the performance of different bus allocation policies for a generic

shared-medium A TM switcb with input and output queueing. The policies differ in the amount of information

used by the bus arbitrator to decide which input queue to serve next. Classical polling systems (e.g, Round-

Robin) consider only the state of the input queues. This may waste bus bandwidth on cells that are destined to

output queues which are full. We consider a range of bus service policies that are based on the state of the

input queues, or the state of both the input and the output queues. The performance of the switch is analyzed

under realistic system characteristics such as bursty traffic, limited buffer size, asymmetric load conditions,

and nonuniform destinations. Input traffic is modelled by an Interrupted Bernoulli Process (IBP). Further-

more, we assume that the destinations of the arriving cells within the same burst are correlated. Two types of

destination correlations are introduced and their effect on the performance of the switch is analyzed. The

performance measures considered are: cell loss probability, mean cell delay, and cell delay percentiles.



1.0 Introduction

The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is the adopted transfer mode solution for broadband ISDN.

ATM must be capable of efficiently multiplexing a large number of highly bursty sources, such as voice,

video, and large file transfer. As a result, there is an increasing interest in the performance analysis of ATM

based networks and in particular in ATM switches. There are several ATM switch architectures that have

been proposed recently in the literature (see for instance Cidon et al [3], and Turner [11]). ATM switch

architectures can be classified into three classes: shared-memory, shared-medium, and space-division. Tobagi

[1 OJ gives a detailed review of the different switch architectures and their implementation issues. In this

study, we are interested in the analysis of the shared-medium architecture. In a shared-medium switch, all

packets arriving on the input links are routed to the output links over a common high-speed medium such as

a parallel bus. Each of the output links is capable of receiving all packets transmitted on the bus. The

PARIS system described by Cidon et al [3J and the ATOM switch proposed by Suzuki et al [9], are two

examples of such a switch architecture. One of the main advantages of the shared-medium architecture is the

simplicity with which the multicast function is achieved since a transmitted packet over the shared-medium

can be received by all output links simultaneously. Thus, the need to send multiple copies is eliminated.

Also, priority among input links can be easily implemented within the bus arbitration policy. A shared

medium packet switch can provide packet queueing at the input links, the output links, or both the input

and the output links (see Karol et al [6] and Pattavina [7J). A queueing model of a generic shared-medium

packet switch with input and output queueing is shown in figure 1. The input queues are attached to the

shared bus and contend for access when they have one or more packets to transmit. The order in which

input queues are served is determined by the bus service policy. Cells arriving to a full input queue will be

lost. Furthermore, if one of the output queues is full, the flow of customers destined to it may be momen

tarily stopped. This situation is commonly referred to as blocking. See Perros [8J for a comprehensive

review of queueing networks with blocking.

Karlsson, Perros, and Viniotis [5J analyzed a high speed ATM bus under 4 different adaptive polling

schemes that are based on status information sent by the input queues to the bus arbitrator. The objective

of the study was to develop an adaptive polling scheme that equalizes the cell loss probability and the mean
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waiting time at each input queue. However, they did not include the output queues in the analysis. Zaghloul

and Perros [12J analyzed a generic shared-medium switch under three different bus service policies: TDM,

Round-Robin, and Random. The analysis is based on the notion of decomposition whereby the switch is

decomposed into smaller sub-systems. lliadis [4J analyzed a single-stage NxN packet switch with input and

output queueing. He studied the effect of the head of line arbitration policy on the average delay and the

maximum throughput of the switch. Two policies, FCFS and LCFS, were considered in the analysis.

Badran and Mouftah [1] analyzed an NxN switch under different bus selection criteria. They considered

cell-based and input queue-based criteria. The cell-based criteria are the time of joining the input queues and

the time of arrival to the top of the input queue. The queue-based criteria are the queue length and the

queue age.

In this paper, we analyze the shared-medium switch shown in figure 1 under seven different bus service poli

cies. The policies differ in the amount of information used in deciding the next input queue to be served. In

order to model such a system accurately, we take into consideration the real system characteristics such as

finite buffer capacities, bursty input traffic, nonsymmetric load conditions, and nonuniform destinations.

Furthermore, we consider the case where the destinations of cells traversing the switch are correlated. Two

types of destination correlation between successive cells within a single burst are introduced and analyzed.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a description of the system under study is presented.

Section 3 gives a description of the bus service policies considered in this paper. The results are given in

section 4 and the conclusions in section 5 respectively.

2.0 The Queueing model under study

In this paper, we consider a single-stage N x N shared-medium switch with queue size (input and output)

equal to ill as shown in figure 1. Cells may be queued before switching at the inputs, if the output queue is

full, as well as after switching at the outputs. A cell at the top of input queue i is destined for output queue

j with probability dij, where f dij= 1, i = I, 2,..., N. Each input queue containing one or more packets
j=1

arbitrates for the bus by activating the bus-request signal. A bus arbiter is used to select the input queue to
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be served next according to the bus service policy. Once an input queue has been granted the bus, only one

cell is forwarded to its destination output buffer. If the output buffer is full, then the cell will be blocked.

The blocked cell remain at the top of its input queue until the queue is granted the bus again.

The bus bandwidth is N times the speed of a single input link, where N is the number of input links. The

arrival process to each input queue is slotted, with a slot size equal to the transmission time of an ATM cell.

The bus is also slotted, with a slot size equal to liN of the transmission time of an ATM cell. For instance,

if N = 6, then there are 6 bus slots within the boundary of each arrival slot as shown in figure 2. We

assume zero switch-over time which means that when the bus completes serving the current queue, it

switches instantaneously and starts serving the next queue. This is normally accomplished by separating the

control signals, which are used for bus arbitration, and data signals, which are used for data transmission.

This scheme permits arbitration for the bus to be performed in parallel to data transmission; thus, justifying

the zero switch-over assumption. Finally, the service time of each output link can be deterministic (equal to

one arrival slot) or consists of n arrival slots, where n is geometrically distributed with parameter Bp•

2.1 The Arrival process

The arrival process to each of the input queues is assumed to be bursty and it is modelled by an Interrupted

Bernoulli Process (IBP). That is, the incoming link into an input queue is slotted. Each slot is long enough

to contain one cell. An arriving slot mayor may not contain a cell. In an IBP, we have a geometrically

distributed period during which no arrivals occur (idle state), followed by a geometrically distributed period

during which arrivals occur in a Bernoulli fashion (active state). Given that the process is in the active state

at slot t, it will remain in the active state during the next slot t + 1 with probability p, or it will change to the

idle state with probability l-p. If the process is in the idle state at slot t, it will remain in the idle state

during the next slot t + 1 with probability q, or it will change to the active state with probability I-q. During

the active state, a slot contains a cell with probability C1.. The quantity C1. is also known as the peak band

width, i.e., the rate of arrivals during the active period. In [8], the average arrival rate, i.e., the probability

that any slot contains a cell, is calculated as:
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a( 1- q)
p=----

2-p-q

and the squared coefficient of variation, (;2, of the time between successive arrivals is

c2 = 1+ a[ (l - p)(P + ~) - IJ .
(2 - p - q)

Because of the finite buffer space at the input links, a cell arriving to a full input queue is lost. However,

once a cell has been received, it will not be lost within the switch. In this paper, we assume that a is equal

to 1 for each arrival process.

2.2 Correlated destinations

In this paper, we consider the case where the destinations of cells traversing the switch are correlated. We

recognize the fact that in a wide area ATM network, as the cells from multiple sources are multiplexed, the

destination correlation among successive cells should diminish as we move deeper into the network. On the

other hand, as we move closer to the edges of the network, destination correlation becomes greater. This is

due to the fact that packets are broken into smaller cells before transmission over the ATM network. As a

result, we expect to see cells within the same burst coming from the same packet. The closer we are to the

source or the destination, the higher the probability that successive cells have the same destination. Further-

more, in a Customer Premises Network (ePN) environment where the network comprises of few switches

(see Lee Boudec [2J) , one can expect that there is less multiplexing of cells within the network. As a result,

there is a high probability that most of the cells, within the same burst, are destined to the same output port.

In this paper we propose two types of destination correlation between successive cells within a single burst.

We designate the two types of correlation by correlation type-l and correlation type-2 respectively. The

destinations of successive cells within a burst are correlated according to the matrix C. In correlation type-I,
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the matrix element C~' represents the probability that the current cell is destined to output port j given that

the first cell of the present burst was destined to output port i. In correlation type-2, Cij is the probability

that the current cell is destined to output port j given that the previous cell was destined to output port i.

Note that the destination of the first cell in the burst is randomly selected. The following matrix

0.6 0.2 0.2

C = 0.2 0.6 0.2

0.2 0.2 0.6

describes the cell destination correlation for a 3X3 switch as follows. In correlation type-I, for a given burst

(i.e. the arrival process is in the active period), if the first cell in the current burst was destined to output port

i, then the present cell is destined to output port i with probability 0.6 or destined to either one of the other

two ports with probability 0.2. In correlation type-2, if the previous cell, within the current burst, was des

tined to output port i, then the present cell is destined to output port i with probability 0.6, or destined to

either one of the other two ports with probability 0.2. Note that the uncorrelated destinations case is repres

ented by the matrix C where Cij has the same value for all i and j. We note that correlation type-l is more

appropriate to describe the traffic at the edges of the network, where correlation type- 2 is more appropriate

as we move closer to the center of the network.

3.0 The Bus service policies

Classical polling policies (e.g. Round- Robin) consider only the state of the input queues. However, these

policies may waste bus bandwidth since some of the transmitted cells may be destined to output queues that

are full. Bus allocation policies can be classified according to the information used in deciding which queue

to be serve next as follows:

1. Independent of the state of the system

2. Input queues state dependent
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3. Output queues state dependent

4. Both, input and output queues state dependent

The bus service policies considered in this paper differ in the information used to decide the next input queue

to be served. In policy 1, TDM, no information is needed. Policies 2 and 3 are based only on the state of the

input queues. Policies 4 and 5 are based on the state of the input queues plus limited knowledge about the

state of the destination queues (full or non-full). Policies 6 and 7 require full knowledge of all input and

output queue sizes. The policies are described below.

I.lime Division Multiplexing (TDM): TDM is the simplest bus allocation scheme. In TDM each bus slot i

is preassigned to input queue i. Each input queue is only allowed to transmit during the bus slot assigned to

it. If input queue i is empty, bus slot i is wasted since other busy input queues are not allowed to use it.

The slot assignments follow a predetermined pattern that repeats itself periodically as shown in figure 2.

Each such period is called a bus cycle. Once, a cell reaches the head of an input queue, it waits for its slot

number and then it is forwarded to the output buffer, if the output buffer is not full. If the output buffer is

full, then the cell will be blocked and will wait for its slot number in the next bus cycle. We note that this

blocking mechanism is different from the first-blocked-first-unblocked mechanism that has been typically

used in continuous-time queueing networks with blocking.

2.Round-Robin (RR): In this policy, the busy input queues are served in a cyclic fashion. The service policy

in limited, i.e. only one cell is transmitted from the input queue being served before the server (the bus)

switches to the next input queue. Once the present input queue has been served, the server proceeds in cyclic

order until it finds an input queue which is non-empty. We assume zero switch-over time. If the destination

output buffer is full, then the cell will be blocked. The blocked cell remains at the top of input queue i until

the queue is granted the bus again.

3.Longcst Input Queue (LIQ): In this policy the selection is based on the input queue lengths. The input

queue with the longest queue length is selected first. If there is more than one input queue with the longest

length, then one is selected randomly, i.e. the selection probability is uniformly distributed. If the destination

output buffer is full, then the cell will be blocked and the bus slot is wasted.
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4.Modified Round-Robin (MRR): This policy is an improvement over policy 2 (RR). Only the busy input

queues with the top cell destined to nonfull output queues are considered. The selected input queues are

served in a cyclic fashion. Therefore, bus slots are not wasted on cells destined to full output queues. Note

that this selection process is repeated for every bus slot.

5.Modified Longest Input Queue (MLIQ): Again, this policy is an improvement over policy 3 (LIO). We

form a subset which consists of those input queues with the top cell destined to a nonfull output queue. The

longest input queue in this subset is selected next. If there is more than one queue with the largest number of

customers, then one is selected randomly.

6.Longest Input Queue - Shortest Output Queue (LIQ-SOQ): Tills policy is almost the same as policy 5

with the following exception. If there is more than one longest input queue, then we select the one whose

top cell is destined to the shortest output queue. If there exists more than one pair of longest input

queue/shortest output queue, then one pair is selected randomly. Note that policy 5 does not depend on the

output queue length.

6.Shortest Input Queue - Shortest Output Queue (SIQ-500): In this policy, we select the shortest input

queue with the top cell destined to a nonfull output queue. If there is more than one shortest input queue,

then the shortest input queue with the top cell destined to the shortest output queue is selected. Again, if

there are more than one pair of shortest input/shortest output queues, one pair is selected randomly.

4.0 Results

The shared-medium switch under the bus service policies described in the previous sections was analyzed

extensively through simulation. A representative sample of the results are given here for an 8x8 switch with

queue size (input and output) equal to 16. The blocking probability at the output links B, was set to zero,

i.e. the output link service time is equal to one arrival slot. The 950/0 confidence intervals were obtained for

all runs. Confidence intervals were small and therefore, are not shown. The performance measures of

interest were: switch cell loss probability, mean cell delay, and cell delay percentiles.
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Symmetric arrivals and ""correlated uniform destinations: Figures 3 to 8 compare the performance of the

different bus service policies under symmetric arrivals, uniform destination distribution (i.e. the routing

probability dij was equal to 1/8 for all cells traversing the switch), and uncorrelated destinations (i.e destina

tions of successive cells within the same burst were uncorelatted).

Figures 5 to 8 give switch mean cell delay, cell loss probability, and 99th delay percentiles respectively, as a

function of cell arrival rate assuming C2 equals to 20. Figures 6 to 8 give the same performance measures

under more bursty traffic where (;2 was set to 100. As shown in the graphs, all policies perform equally well

up to an arrival rate of .6 (600/0 of switch capacity). As we increase the load beyond .6, we start to observe a

difference, in terms of mean cell delay and cell loss probability, between the policies. Policies 1 (TDM) and

3 (LIQ) perform rather poorly in terms of both cell delay and cell loss probability measures. This is due to

the fact that both policies waste more bus slots than the other policies. TDM policy wastes bus slots on

empty input queues when they could have been used by other busy input queues. Policy 3 (LIQ) gives

priority to the longest input queue independent of the state of the destination queue (full or nonfull). As a

result, bus slots are wasted on cells that can not be forwarded. Note that under the LIQ policy, bus slots are

wasted in groups of 8 since there are 8 bus slots within the boundaries of an arrival or a departure slot, i.e.

the longest input queue remains the longest queue for 8 successive bus slots. It is interesting to note that

policy 2 (RR) performs better than policy 3 (LIQ), in terms of both delay and cell loss probability, although

policy 2 requires less information about the state of the input queues. This is due to the fact that RR policy

changes the input queue being served every bus slot where LIQ policy continues on serving an input queue

that is blocked. Therefore, more bus slots are wasted under LIQ than RR.

Next, we compare the policies that are based on the state of both input and output queues (policies 4, 5, 6,

and 7). In terms of delay, policy 7 (SIQ-SOQ) gives the shortest delay; however, this policy has the highest

cell loss probability because it gives the short input queue a higher priority at the expense of the long input

queues thus resulting in high cell loss. Because of the high cell loss, policy 7 is not an appropriate policy to

be considered and therefore, it will not be discussed further. Policies 4 (Modified RR), 5 (Modified LIQ),

and 6 (LIQ-SOQ) waste the least bus slots among all policies considered in this study. Policy 4 gives lower

switch delay where policy 6 gives the least cell loss. The higher cell delay under policy 6 is due to the fact

that more cells are accepted which results in higher cell delay.
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Figures 3 and 6 give the 99th cell delay percentiles for the switch as a function of the arrival rate p for 0- =

20 and 100 respectively. Note that the percentiles are calculated for all cells traversing the switch. For

example, under TDM, 990/0 of the cells accepted will traverse the switch in 300 bus slots or less (assuming p

= 0.8 and C 2 = 20). Maximum cell delay through the switch can be approximated by the 99th cell delay

percentiles. We note that this maximum delay is approximately the same for all policies under consideration;

however, as shown in figure 9, there is a significant difference between TDM and LIQ on one hand, and

MRR on the other hand in terms of cell delay percentiles. As we approach the maximum switch cell delay

(99th percentile), the difference between the policies gets smaller. Figure 10 compares the cell delay

percentiles (10% to 99%) for policies 4, 5, 6, and 7 assuming p = 0.8 and C2 = 100. We note that the cell

delay percentiles under the four policies are about the same. Note that the percentiles may differ if we con

sider only the queueing time at the input queues; however, in this paper we are concerned with the total

switch delay which includes queueing times at both the input and output queues.

From the above data, we can see that policy 4 gives the lowest delay where policy 6 gives the lowest cell

loss. Therefore, the following comparisons will be made only between these two policies.

Correlated destinations: Figure 11 shows the effect of destination correlations on switch delay under

LIQ-SOQ policy. The correlation matrix C was set as shown below.

0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

0.1 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
c=

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3
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As shown in the graph, both correlation types cause increase in switch cell delay. However, switch delay

under correlation type-l increases more rapidly than under correlation type- 2 as we increase the arrival rate.

For example, when p = 0.7 the mean switch delay is about 30 bus slots under type-2 correlation versus 75

bus slots under type-l correlation. This is due to the fact that correlation type-l is dependent on the burst

size since it is based on the destination of the first cell in the burst. As we increase p (while C2 is fixed to

100), the burst size is increased. For example, assuming C2 = 100, the burst size is equal to 103 and 557 for

p equal to .3 and .7 respectively. Consequently, both types of correlation are equal for small p. For large p

, type-l correlation gives much stronger correlation between successive cells in the same burst. This stronger

correlation is reflected in the increase in switch cell delay.

Figures 12 to 15 compare policies 4 and 6 in terms of cell delay and cell loss under the two types of corre

lations. The arrival rate p was set to 0.7 assuming C2 = 20. Under correlation type-I, policy 4 (Modified

RR) gives lower cell delay than policy 6 (LIQ-SOQ) and the cell loss is approximately equal under both

policies. However, under correlation type-2, the switch delay is equal; but, the cell loss probability is much

less under policy 6 (LIQ-SOQ). This is due to the fact policy 6 tends to serve the same input queue for

several successive bus slots which results in one output queue being full while the other output queues are

not quit as full or perhaps empty. On the other hand, under policy 4, since the bus is granted to the busy

input queues in cyclic fashion, the destination of cells transmitted across the bus will be more evenly distrib

uted among the output queues. This leads to lower probability of blocking (i.e. Round-Robin policy mini

mizes head of line blocking).

Nonuniform destinations: Results in figure 16 were obtained under a nonuniform destination distribution

(hot spot pattern). In particular, for each input queue 300/0 of the traffic was destined to output queue I and

the remainder of the traffic was uniformly distributed among the rest of the output queues, i.e. output

queues 2 to 8 get 10% each. Figure 16 gives the mean cell delay of output queue I (hot output), output

queue 8 (a non-hot output), and the mean overall switch cell delay under policies 4 and 6. The arrival

process to each input queue was an IBP with C2 = 100 and p = 0.4. Note that when p is equal to 0.4, the

average rate of arrivals destined for output I (hot output) is equal to 0.96 which is very close to the output

link capacity. We note that the cell delay under policy 6 is about 37% more than the delay under policy 4.

Also, the cell loss probability under policy 4 is 37% more than that under policy 6 (0.1 I versus 0.08). The
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99th cell delay percentiles under the same arrival pattern are shown in figure 17. Note that the 99th

percentiles for policy 6 is much greater than that of policy 4 (more than double) where the difference in the

mean switch delay was only about 250/0.

Asymmetric arrivals: Figures 18 and 19 give the mean cell delay and cell loss probability under asymmetric

arrival process (Pi, P2, P3, P4 = 0.7, and ps, P6, P7, ps = 0.9) for three values of C 2 : 20, 100, and 200. Uniform

destinations are assumed. We note that the mean cell delay is approximately the same under both policies.

However, the cell loss under policy 6 (LIQ-SOQ) is less than half of the cell loss under policy 4(RR). This

is due to the fact that policy 6 (LIQ-SOQ) tends to equalize the queue sizes and as a result, the longer input

queue (the input queue with high arrival rate) will be served more frequently than the input queues with

lower arrival rates. On the other hand, policy 4 (RR) give equal priority to all busy input queues inde

pendent of the queue size. Thus, an input queue that is losing a lot of cells is served at the same rate as other

input queues that are nearly empty which results in the high cell loss probability.

Asymmetric nonuniform arrivals with correlated destinations: Results in figure 20 were obtained under a non

uniform destination distribution (for each input queue 30% of the traffic was destined to output queue 1 and

the remainder of the traffic was uniformly distributed among the rest of the output queues) and Asymmetric

arrivals (Pi, P2, P3, P4 = 0.7, and ps, P6, P7, ps = 0.9) assuming C2 = 100. Furthermore, the destination of

successive cells were correlated according the matrix C used in the correlated destinations results previously.

As shown in the graph, the two policies perform equally well in terms of cell delay and cell loss. Recall that

policy 4 performed better under highly correlated destinations whereas policy 7 performed better under asym

metric and nonuniform arrivals. As a result, the mixing of asymmetric arrivals and correlated destinations

offset each other.

Summary: In general, the results can be summarized as follows:

I. Considering policies that depends only on the state of the input queues, RR is superior to LIQ and

TDM in terms of both cell delay and cell loss.

2. Considering policies that depend on the state of both input and output queues, policy 6 (LIQ-SOQ) is

better than policies 4 (MRR) and 5 (MLIQ) under traffic with uncorrelated destinations (lowest cell loss
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coupled with slight increase in cell delay). Under asymmetric arrivals , policy 6 is much superior to

policy 4 (equal cell delay and much less cell loss).

3. Policy 4 (MRR) gives better performance measures under highly correlated cell destinations.

5.0 Conclusions

In this paper we analyzed the performance of different bus allocation policies for a generic shared-medium

ATM switch with input and output queueing. The policies differed in the amount of information used by

the bus arbitrator to decide which input queue to serve next. We considered a range of bus service policies

that are based on the state of the input queues, or the state of both the input and the output queues. The

performance of the switch is analyzed under realistic system characteristics such as bursty traffic, limited

buffer size, asymmetric load conditions, and nonuniform destinations. Furthermore, we assume that the des

tinations of the arriving cells within the same burst are correlated. Two types of destination correlations were

introduced and their effect on the performance of the switch was analyzed. Results show that policy 6

(Longest Input Queue-Shortest Output Queue) is superior for all cases except when there is a strong destina

tion correlation between successive cells. For those environments where there is a strong destination corre-

lation, policy 4 (Modified Round-Robin) performs better.
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